DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
of Jewish newspapers, whole streets with hardly a non-Jewish
shop in them, whole branches of retail trade monopolized by Jews.
Jews, if you know them well enough and understand these
things enough for them to talk openly with you, will admit this.
They cannot deny it.
In the beginning was anti-Gentilism. This, not the perfidy of
the Gentiles, prevents the assimilation of the Jews. This prevents
them from ever becoming Germans or Poles or Italians. This
keeps them welded together as alien communities in foreign lands,
communities ultimately hostile to the Gentile.
It is their religion? Good, but it is the reason why they cannot
be assimilated.
In the defeated countries the Jews did not use the great power
they achieved to promote and accelerate assimilation. They used
it to increase the power and wealth of the Jews, and their intensive
mutual collaboration, in that era, to oust non-Jews from pro-
fessions, trades and callings, was the outward and visible sign that
anti-Gentilism remained within them. The race barriers that had
existed against the Jews were broken down, every path was open;
but the race-barrier within themselves still existed, and thus you
had the misuse of this freedom and those grave signs of its abuse,
the exploitation of cheap labour and of young non-Jewish woman-
hood, which were so repugnant a feature of life in Berlin and
Vienna, and still are seen to-day, as I write, in Budapest and
Prague.
These are grave things, which need to be understood.
The inner knowledge of this seemingly unbridgable gulf causes
many Jews to take on protective colouring, to change their names,
to outdo their Gentile neighbours in vocal patriotism, to obscure
the fact that they are Jews. Some, a few, marry Gentiles; to the
main body of Jews they are renegades who have cmarried outside
the faith5. Some, a few, have themselves baptized; but they remain
Jews.
In three Central European capitals that I know the baptism of
Jews, since the annexation of Austria, has become an industry.
The step is taken in all cynicism, as a business proposition, a means
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